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Directive 2014/17/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4
February 2014 on credit agreements for consumers relating to residential
immovable property and amending Directives 2008/48/EC and 2013/36/

EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010 (Text with EEA relevance)

CHAPTER 4

INFORMATION AND PRACTICES PRELIMINARY TO
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CREDIT AGREEMENT

Article 12

Tying and bundling practices

1 Member States shall allow bundling practices but shall prohibit tying practices.

2 Notwithstanding paragraph 1, Member States may provide that creditors can request
the consumer or a family member or close relation of the consumer to:

a open or maintain a payment or a savings account, where the only purpose of such
an account is to accumulate capital to repay the credit, to service the credit, to pool
resources to obtain the credit, or to provide additional security for the creditor in the
event of default;

b purchase or keep an investment product or a private pension product, where such
product which primarily offers the investor an income in retirement serves also to
provide additional security for the creditor in the event of default or to accumulate
capital to repay the credit, to service the credit or to pool resources to obtain the credit;

c conclude a separate credit agreement in conjunction with a shared-equity credit
agreement to obtain the credit.

3 Notwithstanding paragraph 1, Member States may allow tying practices when the
creditor can demonstrate to its competent authority that the tied products or categories of product
offered, on terms and conditions similar to each other, which are not made available separately,
result in a clear benefit to the consumers taking due account of the availability and the prices of
the relevant products offered on the market. This paragraph shall only apply to products which
are marketed after 20 March 2014.

4 Member States may allow creditors to require the consumer to hold a relevant
insurance policy related to the credit agreement. In such cases Member States shall ensure that
the creditor accepts the insurance policy from a supplier different to his preferred supplier where
such policy has a level of guarantee equivalent to the one the creditor has proposed.


